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be inspired to grow your own
More and more people are getting into ‘grow your 
own’ – from a few salad crops to full veg beds – it’s easy 
and fun to do, and the results can be delicious. Our 
new range of products is designed to help you use your 
outdoor space more productively – greenhouses, cold 
frames, raised beds, herb planters and potting benches 
– so you can grow your own whatever your garden size. 

be inspired by our tidy garden range
The key to a tidy garden is storage space, somewhere to keep all 
those garden tools, toys, garden furniture, logs and bikes safely out 
of site. We have a number of smart new solutions to help you clear 
and organise your garden, all featured on page 28. 

We’re all keen to ‘do our bit’ for the environment, but those 
recycling boxes and wheelie bins can be unsightly. See our great 
range of innovative space saving solutions and compost bins for 
inspiration.

be inspired in 2010
Now is the time to make the most of your garden. Our new product 
guide features a host of new as well as classic products designed 
to inspire ideas and solutions for gardens of all shapes, sizes and 
budgets. Take inspiration from our unrivalled selection of garden timber 
products, from arbours, fencing, sheds and garden buildings to timber 
greenhouses, raised beds and store houses.

Forest’s entire product range is certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council.  Every product carries the FSC logo, ensuring that our timber 
comes from properly managed forests and controlled sources.    

‘Be Inspired’ is our key theme for this year, transforming  
four lacklustre areas into inspiring spaces that can be  
recreated in any garden.  
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Prices are effective from January 2010.

Prices may be subject to change.

Prices shown are recommended retail prices inclusive of the 
prevailing 2010 VAT rate.

Sizes quoted are approximate.

All measurements shown are height x width x depth.

The manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications.

*Free home delivery is excluded in the following postcodes:  
BT, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA, KW, PA, PH, PO, TR, ZE.

All Forest products come flat packed 
unless otherwise specified

symbol definitions

Pressure treated with 
preservative and guaranteed 
against rot for 15 years.

This product will never need to 
be treated against rot

Dip treated with preservative 
and guaranteed against rot 
for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.

15 year guarantee
Most of our products come with a 
15 year guarantee and never need 
treating, thanks to the pressure 
treatment process. So unless you 
want to change the colour, you 
won’t have to treat, preserve 
or paint for the lifetime of your 
product. Look out for the ‘never 
needs treating’ icon throughout 
this guide.

Home delivery
All our summerhouses are available 
with free home delivery. Look out 
for the symbols on the following 
pages. Many other Forest products 
can be delivered to your home; 
please check for details with your 
local Forest stockist.

be inspired by family time

Whatever the weather, kids love to be 
outdoors and our family garden range has 
some great playdens to inspire active play. 
See page 30 for inspiration.



be inspired…

…to make a relaxing corner

…to grow your own

The simple addition of some 
stylish fencing and a cosy arbour 
to the corner of this garden 
ensures that no space is wasted. 
As well as providing a relaxing 
area, many of our arbours have a 
trellis back and sides to support 
and encourage the growth of 
climbers.

AFTER

AFTER

With our great range of grow your own 
products, keen gardeners and novices alike 
can enjoy the satisfaction of cooking with 
herbs, vegetables and fruit that have been 
freshly picked from their own gardens. 
From a small herb planter to a large timber 
greenhouse, there is a Forest product to 
inspire everyone to get digging.  

products used
• mini greenhouse (page 14)
• caledonian raised bed (page 17) 
• premier cold frame (page 15)

products used
• cadiz arbour (page 19)
• europa vienna screen 1.2m (page 8)

before

With our great range of grow your own 
products, keen gardeners and novices alike 

before



AFTER

…to create a haven at the bottom of the garden

Our ultimate aim at Forest is to inspire you to create your own 
beautiful, personal garden space, making the most of what you have 
available. Here the bottom of the garden was a forgotten area with 
little interest. Now you can walk through a beautiful arch to your 
own secret haven – where you can relax with a good book or glass 
of wine, away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. 

products used
• cadiz arbour (page 19)
• genoa arch (page 21)
• solway fence panels (page 6)
• mini sleepers (page 35)

…to make a tidy garden
AFTER

A tidy garden is a relaxing 
garden, however with limited 
room to store everyday items 
such as garden tools, toys, 
garden furniture and recycling 
boxes, outdoor space can get 
cluttered. See how this garden 
has been given a practical 
use, with innovative ideas that 
combine storage with style, to 
organise and tidy.

products used
• sentry store (page 28)
• garden chest (page 29)
• closeboard fence panels (page 7)
• heavy duty trellis (page 38)

products used

before

before



fencing

…be inspired to make the most of your garden

A sturdy, well built example of traditional 
overlap fencing.

CFT36  91 x 183cm    £21.49
CFT46  122 x 183cm    £23.49
CFT56  152 x 183cm    £24.49
CFT66  183 x 183cm    £25.49

featheredge 
panel
A great value fence panel.

FF36 91 x 183cm £29.99
FF46 122 x 183cm £34.99
FF56 152 x 183cm £39.99
FF66 183 x 183cm £44.99

A premium pressure treated fence panel to add to our 
ever popular range. Available in 6’ and 4’ heights.

SOL64  122 x 183cm  £31.99
SOL66  183 x 183cm  £49.99

pressure treated  
trade lap panel
The highest quality example of traditional 
overlap fencing.

KCFT36  91 x 183cm   £24.99
KCFT46 122 x 183cm   £25.99
KCFT56  152 x 183cm   £27.99
KCFT66  183 x 183cm   £33.99

fencing…

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY

fencingfencing

fencing…
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A premium pressure treated fence panel to add to our 

solway panel

The 1.2m version

trade  
lap panel



A sturdy board panel with a  
lattice top for a decorative finish.

KFBL64  122 x 183cm  £50.99
KFBL65  152 x 183cm  £54.99
KFBL66  183 x 183cm  £57.99

pressure treated 
board lattice

willow hurdle
This woven panel offers a natural rustic appearance.

WSP6  180 x 180cm  £72.99

This willow screen is clamped within 
a sawn timber frame for strength.

FWSP6  183 x 183cm  £57.99

framed willow 
screen

europa  
plain screen
A plain fence panel to  
complement any garden.

EGFP  180 x 180cm  £57.99

This heavy duty close boarded fence is one 
of Forest’s strongest – for those who put 
security at the top of their list.

FB36 91 x 183cm   £33.99
FB46 122 x 183cm   £38.99
FB56  152 x 183cm   £42.99
FB66   183 x 183cm   £44.99

closeboard 
panel

closeboard 
wave panel
A waved alternative to the popular board 
panel, offering a secure decorative backdrop 
to any garden.

FBW66  183 x 183cm  £56.99

fencing 7
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This panel offers distinctive styling  
combined with excellent quality.

EGVA  180 x 180cm  £65.99

europa vienna screen

europa strasburg screen 

EGST2  120 x 180cm  £56.99

europa orleans screen

FESTP46  120 x 180cm  £74.99

A beautiful lattice panel of  
supreme quality construction.

EGSHA  180 x 180cm  £62.99

europa hamburg screen

EGSHA2  90 x 180cm  £46.99

This quality fence has simple 
curves for an elegant effect.

EGST  180 x 180cm  £73.99

fencing

europa montreal screen
A supreme quality planed timber  
panel with integrated trellis top.

EGSPSQ4  120 x 180cm  £62.99
EGSPSQ6  180 x 180cm  £72.99

EGVA2  120 x 180cm  £56.99

A new take on a classic trellis topped 
panel design.

FESTP66  180 x 180cm  £89.99

The 1.2m version

The 1.2m version

The 0.9m version

The 1.2m version
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All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



europa prague 
screen
A high quality fence with stunning flowing lines.

EGSP5  150 x 180cm  £72.99  
EGSP    180 x 180cm  £82.99  

forest diamond
An expanding trellis style fence fixed to backing rails   
(sold separately FR80) ideal for sloping grounds.

FD38   91 x 240cm   £31.49
FR80     240 x 7cm  £4.99

hampton fence panel
A fence panel of uncompromising quality,  
providing a neat low level boundary.

FHF  100 x 180cm  £89.99

pale fence 
panel
A traditional ready made palisade  
fence panel.

UFP30  90 x 183cm  £37.99

europa concave 
prague screen
A high quality planed timber 

panel with integrated lattice top.

EGSP2CON  98 x 180cm  £58.99
EGSPCONV2  158 x 180cm  £82.99

EGSP2  120 x 180cm  £64.99

fencing

The 1.2m version

9
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closeboard gate
A heavy duty gate to complement  
the Closeboard Panel.

FBG63  183 x 91cm  £72.99
Recommended gate fitting NGF
Sold separately

europa plain gate
A stylish gate to complement the Europa panels.

FEG63  180 x 90cm  £77.99
Recommended gate fitting EDGF
Sold separately

hampton gate
A neat gate to complement Hampton fencing.

FHGS  85/100 x 100cm  £77.99
Recommended gate fitting PGK
Sold separately

europa 
montreal gate
A gate designed for use with the Montreal 
fence panel range.

FEGSPSQ63  180 x 90cm  £77.99
Recommended gate fitting EDGF
Sold separately lap gate

This traditional gate blends perfectly 
with a dipped Clifton Lap Panel.

FLG63A  183 x 91cm  £79.99
Recommended gate fitting NGF
Sold separately

pale gate
This traditional gate is a perfect 
match for the Pale fence panel.

UFPG33    91 x 91cm    £62.99
Recommended gate fitting PGF
Sold separately

fencing

forest diamond gate
A gate designed for use with Forest Diamond fencing.

FDG33  91 x 91cm    £56.99
Recommended gate fitting PGF
Sold separately
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All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



europa dome gate
This gate works perfectly with Europa Strasburg, 
Europa Copenhagen and Europa Vienna panels.

FEDG43  120 x 90cm  £89.99
FEDG63  180 x 90cm  £99.99
Recommended gate fitting EDGF
Sold separately

ultima post
Smooth planed fence posts, the 
perfect complement for Europa 
fencing and trellis.

UP7015  150 x 7 x 7cm  £10.99
UP7018  180 x 7 x 7cm  £11.99
UP7024  240 x 7 x 7cm  £12.99
UP9018  180 x 9 x 9cm  £13.49
UP9024  240 x 9 x 9cm  £17.19

europa prague gate
A gate designed for use with Europa Prague fence panels.

EPG43  120 x 90cm  £77.99
EPG63  180 x 90cm  £93.99
Recommended gate fitting EDGF
Sold separately

europa gate 
fixings
EDGF    £18.99

pad bolt set
PGF    £13.99

premier gate kit
PGK    £24.99

ring gate latch set
NGF    £14.99

rough sawn  
fence post
FPX622 180 x 5 x 5cm £4.99
FPX822 240 x 5 x 5cm £5.99

FP35 150 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £6.49
FP36 180 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £7.49
FP37 210 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £8.99
FP38 240 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £10.49
FP39 270 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £10.99
FP391 300 x 7.5 x 7.5cm £12.49

FP46 180 x 10 x 10cm £12.49
FP47 210 x 10 x 10cm £15.49
FP48 240 x 10 x 10cm £17.99
FP49 270 x 10 x 10cm £19.99
FP491 300 x 10 x 10cm £20.99

slot down 
post

1.8 Slot Down Post for use with the 
modular fencing system that’s quick 

and easy to install.

FSSP18  180 x 7.5 x 7.5cm  £11.99reeded slotted 
post
Pressure treated slotted post for  
use with Europa fencing range.

HTPRSTP  240 x 10 x 10cm  £22.99

fencing 11

gate fittings 
and fixings
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fence 
post cap
Wooden post caps for use 
with 3” and 4” posts.

FPC01 10x10cm  £1.05
FPC04  13x13cm £1.39

pack of 2 
acorn finials
These finials fit all sizes of forest 
post, each pack contains two finials 
and post caps.

FAF02  £14.99

pack of 2 
ball finials
These finials fit all sizes of forest 
post, each pack contains two 
finials and post caps.

FBF02  £13.99

batten
Replacement battens for 
repairs and maintenance.

panel caps

FPC02  1.8 x 183cm  £2.59

Replacement panel caps for 
fencing and trellis.

fence rail
A half round backing rail for 
use with diamond fencing.

FR80  240 x 7cm  £4.99

These brackets are rustproof and come 
complete with integral screw for fixing 
panels, trellis and gravel boards.

FXL03  £0.85

fencefix L-brackets

fencefast

fencefix 
U-brackets
These brackets are powder coated and can 
also be used as pergola rafter supports.

FXU25  £0.69

euro u-bracket
A narrower ‘u’ bracket designed for use with our 
Europ fencing range.

FXEU    £0.69

fencefast driving tool
For use with 45mm, 65mm and 90mm  
fencefast products.

DD02EF 45 & 65mm post size   £6.89
DD04EF 90mm easyfit post size £11.49

fencefast easy-fit 
concrete in
A post holder for use where ground conditions  
require the use of concrete.

FEFC65  65–80mm post size   £7.49
FEFC90  90–105mm post size  £9.69

easy-fit repairfast  
65mm
This product allows the replacement of rotten or  
broken posts that have originally been fixed into  
concrete. Simply cut off the old post flush with the  
concrete and drive the repair spur into the old  
wood, then fix the new post in place.

FEFR65  65–80mm post size  £7.59

uni-round stake

fencefast

fencing12

easy-fit fencebase
This versatile support is for use on surfaces which  
can be drilled to accept expansion bolts, such as  
decking, patios and concrete.

FBEF65  65–80mm post size   £6.99  
FBEF90  90–105mm post size  £8.99 

uni-round rail
 

gravel board
This pressure treated product should be 
used with dip treated fence panels to 
isolate them from ground contact  
and protect from rot.

 

FGB66  183 x 15 x 2.5cm  £6.49
FGB322150  300 x 15 x 2.2cm  £8.99

FBT01  183cm  £1.59

UNI60  183 x 6.3cm  £5.99
UNI80  244 x 6.3cm  £6.99

UNR01  364 x 8.89cm  £11.49

 

easy-fit fencefast
This spike fixes posts securely into normal soil conditions.

FEF4545   45-60mm post size 400mm spike length  £6.99
FEF6560    65-80mm post size 600mm spike length £7.69 

For use with 1.2m fence panels   
FEF6575    65-80mm post size 750mm spike length £8.99 

For use with 1.5 & 1.8m fence panels   
FEF9075    90-105mm post size 750mm spike length £12.49 

For use with 1.5 & 1.8m fence panels   

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



featheredge boards
Individual Featheredge Boards to make bespoke featheredge 
fencing. For use with posts and arris rails.

FE1822100J  180 x 10cm  £1.49
FE1822150   180 x 15cm  £1.89
 

arris rail
AR37575  300 x 7.5 x 7.5cm  £6.29
 

single slot down 
board
This single slot down board is designed for use with the 1.8m 
slot down fence post creating a modular fencing system that’s 
quick and easy to install.

SSPB  13.7 x 1.6 x 183cm  £2.39

 

Individual post and rail fencing components. Suitable as  
agricultural fencing or general boundary fencing.

PFPR (post)  180 x 15 x 7.5cm  £9.99
RFPR (rail)  366 x 8.7 x 3.8cm  £5.99

post and rail fencing

fencing 13
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grow your own

…be inspired to make the most of your garden

grow your owngrow your own

grow your own…

With two independently opening lids and two 
doors it offers the ultimate in flexibility where 
space is at a premium. It comes complete with 
two internal shelves and the base is designed to fit 
a standard grow bag. Acrylic glazing throughout.  

MGH   144 x 120 x 62cm   £199.99

mini greenhouse potting bench

Our new timber potting bench has a large work 
area and a useful shelf underneath. Manufactured 

from smooth planed pressure treated timber. 

    PTWB   92 x 108 x 52cm   £34.99

14

mini greenhouse

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



grow your own

Our large double cold frame has two 
independently opening lids each with a large 
and small timber prop to enable you to vary 
the level of exposure for the plants inside. 
Manufactured from smooth planed pressure 
treated cladding and acrylic glazing.   

CF12     46 x 118 x 79cm   £99.99

This classic cold frame has a single opening 
lid which can be held open with a timber 
prop. Manufactured from rough sawn overlap 
timber and acrylic glazing. 

OLCF   50 x 80 x 50cm   £49.99

premier cold frame 

15

slot down vegetable bed

Our simple slot down raised bed provides 14cm of 
planting depth. It is suitable for vegetables or herbs and 
has 30cm corner posts for sinking into the ground. 

VB189   14 x 180 x 90cm   £19.99

overlap cold frame

This easy to build raised bed provides 15cm 
of depth for home grown vegetables and 

plants. It comes with six spiked timber stakes 
for securing into the ground.  

NRB18090   15 x 93 x 185cm   £24.99

standard raised bed

slotted raised bed
This simple slot together raised bed 
provides 14cm of planting depth.

SPRBV2   14 x 120 x 120cm   £24.99

www.forestgarden.co.uk                  All sizes are H x W x D



grow your own

kitchen garden trough

slotted herb planter

This raised height vegetable trough is perfect for those 
people who have trouble bending down to do their 
gardening. This simple trough is easy to work and also 
looks great on a patio.  

KGT   84 x 104 x 80cm   £99.99

This low level planter has been designed 
with separate compartments so that herbs 
can be grown individually. Supplied flat 
packed and unpainted.

BHP   33 x 150 x 50cm   £64.99

This simple slot together herb planter has four 
separate compartments and no floor. 

EHP   14 x 120 x 50cm   £14.99

16

Attractive half log raised bed ideal for plants 
and vegetables. Available in either a 1x1m 
square or 2x1m rectangle size and providing 
21cm of planting depth. Comes with pre-fixed 
41cm spikes for sinking into the ground.

BB1010   21 x 100 x 100cm   £29.99
BB2010   21 x 200 x 100cm   £49.99

bed builder pack

bamburgh herb planter

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



grow your own

caledonian tiered 
raised bed
This simple three tiered raised bed is 
ideal for either herbs, vegetables or 
flowers.   

CTRB   60 x 90 x 90cm   £64.99

 FRB18090   30 x 180 x 90cm   £79.99

 FRB90V2   45 x 90 x 90cm   £79.99 

 FRB9045   30 x 90 x 45cm   £39.99

17

caledonian raised beds
This range of raised beds is perfect for the environmentally 
conscious gardener, ideal for vegetable plots if you are 
thinking about self sufficiency.

 FRB4501800   45 x 180 x 45cm   £79.99 

www.forestgarden.co.uk                  All sizes are H x W x D



compost bin extension kit
For the serious gardener our slot down 
compost bin now comes with an extension 
kit for double or triple compost heaps. The 
kit consists of two posts and three sides. 
The picture shows one Slot Down Compost 
Bin and two extension kits.

FSSCEXT   82 x 106 x 106cm   £49.99

grow your own

beehive  
compost bin
This Beehive shaped compost bin 
is a more decorative option for 
home composting. The lid is held 
open with a handy prop and there 
is a bottom opening flap for easy 
compost retrieval. Manufactured 
from pressure treated softwood 
and supplied flat packed. 

SBHC   86 x 74 x 74cm   £79.99

compost bin  
with plastic cover

composter

18

slot down  
compost bin

Recycle your green waste in the slot down 
compost bin.   

FSSCV2   82 x 106 x 106cm   £69.99

This robust composter has a 27 cu.ft 
capacity, a weather protective cover and easy 
access for retrieving compost. 

FCB01   94 x 94 x 89cm   £81.99

This simple slot together composter is quick 
and easy to build and is manufactured from 
pressure treated timber. 

CPT120   61 x 99 x 99cm   £34.99

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



…be inspired to make the most of your garden

cadiz arbour
A popular compact arbour seat.

MA2AS   195 x 132 x 60cm   £229.99

palermo arbour
An elegant arbour seat with a solid roof and trellis 
back and sides to support climbing plants.

TRAS   208 x 145 x 60cm   £179.99

sienna arbour
A perfectly formed arbour incorporating 
rebated lattice in the back and sides with 
a solid timber roof.

VCAS   201 x 132 x 60cm   £229.99

arbours & arches…
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A perfectly formed arbour incorporating 
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galway arbour
Our Galway Arbour features a curved rafter 
roof with trellis back and sides, perfect for 
training climbing plants over.

RASAS   207 x 187 x 120cm   £259.99

geneva  
swing seat

Our Geneva Swing Seat hangs from a 
sturdy timber ‘A’ frame.

SLWS   194 x 196 x 164cm   £369.99

ultima arbour seat
A stylish arbour seat manufactured from our sturdy 
pergola components. 

UPAS   208 x 182 x 136cm   £319.99

blenheim arbour
A classically designed arbour with decorative lattice 
side panels to provide support for climbing plants. 
Supplied unpainted.

PSAS   229 x 172 x 87cm   £329.99

limoge arbour
A completely enclosed arbour, providing 
privacy and protection from the elements. 
Supplied unpainted.

TSAS   229 x 172 x 87cm   £369.99

monaco  
arbour seat

This partially enclosed corner arbour 
seats four people with ease. 

SCAEC   202 x 199 x 199cm   
£499.99

arbours & arches20

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



sorrento arbour
This arbour can seat up to four people with ease.

SCA  202 x 199 x 217cm  £449.99

half burford arbour
A beautiful arbour which comes complete with three benches.

HBG   300 x 238 x 105cm   £889.99

classic arch
This simple square arch features trellis sides.

CLA  246 x 180 x 92cm   £119.99

Distance between the posts is adjustable, 
optimum width 121cm

forest rose arch
A traditional arch made from rustic timber.

FRA  286 x 168 x 76cm   £149.99

Distance between the posts 103cm

genoa arch
This quality garden arch features a curved and notched 
rafter top section with rebated trellis side panels.

CTRA   257 x 187 x 120cm   £169.99

Distance between the posts 128cm

arbours & arches 21
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arbours & arches22

bath arch
A typically English garden arch, with extra 

long legs for sinking into the ground.

NPSA   319 x 172 x 87cm   £229.99

Distance between the posts is 128cm

ultima  
pergola arch
A sturdy and stylish arch with an 
integrated trellis.

UPART  220 x 182 x 136cm  £199.99

Distance between the posts is 128cm

large ultima  
pergola arch
Our popular Ultima Pergola Arch but on 
a larger scale.

UPARTL   245 x 270 x 136cm   £249.99

Distance between the posts is 218cm

moon gate
This delightful arch and gate kit is perfect 

for framing an entrance to a garden.

MOONG   301 x 142 x 74cm £283.99

Distance between the posts is 128cm

florence arch
This quality garden arch features a curved and notched 
rafter top section with rebated trellis side panels.

FFA2   301 x 142 x 74cm   £179.99

Distance between the posts is 128cm

single  
pergola arch

A striking pergola archway using  
our Ultima Pergola components.

SPUA   266 x 202 x 9.5cm   £179.99

Distance between the posts is adjustable,  
optimum width 183cm

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



…be inspired to make the most of your garden

garden buildings…

arden gazebo
This gazebo features an open front and 
sheltered rear. Supplied with three benches.

AGM  
300 x 282 x 246cm 234(w) x 203(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£1,899

burford gazebo
A light and airy gazebo.  

Supplied with three benches.

BGM 
300 x 282 x 246cm 234(w) x 203(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£1,899

23
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marlow summerhouse
A half glazed summerhouse with double doors and four window 
panels. Supplied with three benches.

MSMW4
300 x 282 x 246cm 234(w) x 203(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£2,999

garden buildings

A contemporary summerhouse 
featuring a black shingle roof, 
available with two opening 
windows.

HENSUM01
303 x 339 x 296cm
(Overall dimensions) 
274(w) x 242(d)cm
(Footprint size)

£2,499

burford pavilion
A traditional styled garden pavilion  
complete with five benches.

BEP    
300 x 320 x 238cm 318(w) x 238(d)cm    
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size) 
£2,499
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henley summerhouse

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



forest pavilion 
glass house

Our popular Forest glasshouse is now available in a larger 
pavilion size. With toughened safety glass throughout and 
timber floor, it also comes complete with five sets of staging. 

FPGHF 
300 x 320 x 238cm 318(w) x 238(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£2,999

forest glass house
A glasshouse with three opening windows, five sets 
of staging and timber floor. Manufactured using 
toughened safety glass.

FGHF (with floor)
300 x 282 x 246cm 234(w) x 203(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£2,599 
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byron summerhouse
The Byron Corner Summerhouse comes complete with two sets of folding doors, 
two sets of triple windows each with a central opening window and three high level 
fixed windows. 4mm acrylic glazing throughout and integral patio deck.

MODSUM03
299 x 384 x 384cm 364(w) x 352(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£3,299
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garden buildings

WRP04
230 x 415 x 355cm 380(w) x 280(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£7,399

WRP03
230 x 300 x 330cm 300(w) x 240(d)cm
(Overall dimensions) (Footprint size)

£5,799

insulated
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The Corner Store House is based 
on an 8’ x 8’ footprint, with a 
cut off corner door and porch. 
Two opening windows.

WESC88   
298 x 255 x 255cm   
(Overall dimensions)

240 x 240cm      
(Footprint size)

£1,899

Our elegant Heritage Store Houses are made using traditional 
waney lap timber. The buildings are available in two sizes, have 
felted timber roofs and opening styrene glazed windows. The 
half glazed doors are supplied with a lock and key.

heritage store  
house
Our original Heritage Store House has nearly 
4m² of internal space and has one opening 
window.

WES66   
267 x 235 x 235cm  195 x 195cm 
(Overall dimensions)     (Footprint size)

£1,199   

heritage corner 
store house

Insulated walls, floors and double 
glazing and tinted polycarbonate roof.

large, insulated

lifespace™

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



premier sheds   
A range of premium quality sheds, available in three 
sizes and manufactured from highest quality planed 
12mm timber cladding.  Fully boarded roof and floor, 
stainless steel fixings and a lockable door. The timber 
used throughout has been pressure treated for a 
longer life.  The two larger sizes of shed have styrene 
glazed opening windows.

2 x 3.6m   OMS612   
3 opening windows 
237 x 200 x 365cm 

(Overall dimension)

177(w) x 362(d)cm 
(Footprint size)  

£999.99

2 x 1.3m   OMS64    
No windows 
237 x 200 x 125cm   
(Overall dimension) 
177(w) x 120(d)cm 
(Footprint size) 
£489.99

premier sheds   
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premier apex  
workshop 3 x 2.4m
This sturdy workshop has four styrene glazed opening 
windows and double doors. Manufactured from the 
highest quality, planed 12mm timber cladding and with 
a fully boarded roof and floor and supplied with stainless 
steel fixings throughout and red mineral roofing felt. The 
timber used throughout has been pressure treated for a 
longer life.

OMAWS324   
247 x 268 x 310cm   247(w) x 304(d)cm
(Overall dimension) (Footprint size)  

£1,199

2 x 2.4m   OMS68   
2 opening windows 
237 x 200 x 245cm   

(Overall dimension)  

177(w) x 242(d)cm
(Footprint size)  

£849.99
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large sentry store
Our Large Sentry Store has two internal shelves and is 
manufactured from pressure treated timber.

OMSENBO   207 x 106 x 70cm   £269.99

sentry store with 
potting table

Our popular sentry store is now available with a 
useful fold away potting table. Ideal for the keen 

gardener when space is tight.

 SSPT   207 x 106 x 70cm   £289.99

A unique storage unit for recycling boxes and other 
gardening equipment combined with a planter on top for 
herbs or vegetables. The planter has a liner and is designed 
on a slight incline to encourage water drainage at the 
back. Slatted timber base and one internal shelf.   

RSP   108 x 103 x 69cm   £139.99

premier pent workshop  
3 x 1.8m
With a handy oversized door and two styrene glazed opening windows, 
this workshop has stainless steel fixings throughout. Manufactured from 
the highest quality, planed 12mm timber cladding and with a fully boarded 
roof and floor and supplied with red mineral roofing felt. The timber used 
throughout has been pressure treated for a longer life.

OMPWS318    
221 x 316 x 194cm    305(w) x 180(d)cm 
(Overall dimension) (Footprint size)  

£949.99

veggie store

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY
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small sentry 
store
Our Small Sentry Store with  
internal shelves. Manufactured from 
pressure treated timber.

HOMSEN   130 x 106 x 70cm   £219.99

shiplap 
garden wall 
store
This unit is ideal for storing all garden 
tools and hardware.

SGSS10  150 x 118 x 64cm  £119.99

wood store
Helps dry out logs and provides 
protection from the elements. 

LGLOGSTOREHD   123 x 183 x 88cm   
£129.99

This handy storage unit combines log, 
pre-packed coal and tool storage. The 
log store has a slatted base and back 

to encourage air flow to the logs. The 
storage unit has one integral shelf 

LTS   
152 x 176 x 69cm   

£199.99

log & tool store

garden chest
A new garden chest with a removable 

front panel for easy access. Manufactured 
from pressure treated timber.

GCMPT   94 x 126 x 86cm   £139.99
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dandelion  
platform  

playhouse
The Dandelion Platform Playhouse has 

two styrene glazed windows, steps and 
integral platform. Built certified and tested 

to comply with BS EN 71-1:2007 and BS EN 
71-8:2008. Supplied unpainted.  

   RP03   240 x 131 x 196cm   £439.99

Our Polly Playhouse has a decorative 
flower motif on the door. Supplied 
unpainted. Built, certified and tested to 
comply with BS EN 71-1: 2007 and BS 
EN71-8: 2008.

PH04   132 x 128 x 130cm   £249.99

pet run
Perfect for guinea pigs and rabbits, an externally controlled hatch separates 
the open run from a secure shelter, which has an external cleaning and 
feeding hatch. Lightweight and easy to move.

CHR01   54 x 100 x 244cm   £159.99

chicken run
Our chicken coop incorporates a closed internal hinged 
compartment for cleaning, feeding and egg collection and a 
mesh covered external run.

GC1LCC   126 x 200 x 94cm   £199.99
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starship  
playhouse
Our Starship Playhouse has a 
decorative space rocket motif on  
the door. Supplied unpainted.  
Built, certified and tested to  
comply with BS EN 71-1: 2007  
and BS EN71-8: 2008.

PH05   132 x 128 x 130cm    
£249.99

This playhouse has an integral covered verandah, picket 
fence, stable door and two styrene glazed windows. 
Built certified and tested to comply with BS EN 71-
1:2007 and BS EN 71-8:2008.  Supplied unpainted.

RP02   158 x 152 x 205cm   £389.99

polly playhouse

parsely cottage 
playhouse

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



…be inspired to make the most of your garden

patio deck kit
This kit comes complete with posts and 
side rails.

PAT88V2  136 x 244 x 244cm  £399.99

stop chamfer deck kit
A sophisticated stop chamfer design is the key element in our 
new decking range and features on the baluster and newel posts. 
Complemented by a new handrail and base rail. Available as a 
deck kit or as individual components.

SCDK24   240 x 240cm   £449.99

fencingfencingfencing

landscaping…
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ultima pergola 
decking kit
Popular deck kit with in-built pergola.

UPDCK88V2  244 x 244 x 244cm  £699.99

ultima pergola &  
patio decking kit
This deck kit can be laid directly onto an existing level patio or garden.

UPDCK168V2  244 x 488 x 244cm  £1,049.99

This contemporary deck kit is a true fusion of 
traditional and modern materials. It provides a 
patio area of approx 13m².

FDK36B   360 x 360cm   £1,569.99

A simple deck kit of pre-notched joists and  
deck boards, available in two sizes.

2.4 x 2.4m NBDK24   240 x 240cm   £346.99 
3.0 x 3.0m NBDK30   300 x 300cm   £429.99
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patio extension 
deck kit

This deck kit can be laid directly onto an 
existing level patio or garden.

PEDCK  130 x 300 x 240cm  £459.99

forest fusion softwood 
baluster deck kit

deck board deck kits

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



A pressure treated deck tile  
with integral bearers.

7PDT900   90 x 90cm   £23.99

deck boards
Patio deck boards with a profiled 

finish on one side.

PATDB1   2.8 x 12 x 240cm   £7.99
PATDB36   2.8 x 12 x 360cm   £10.49

reversible  
deck boards

Different grooved profiles feature on 
each side of this deck board.

RDB30    2.8 x 12 x 300cm    £9.99

profiled 
checker-board  

deck tile
Small profiled floor tiles are lightweight 

and ideal for roof gardens.

FF50  50 x 50cm  £6.99

deck tile 
surround
A Deck Tile Surround with integral 
membrane, suitable to fill with 
aggregate or slate chippings. Can be 
used on its own, or in conjunction with 
our Patio Deck Tile.

DTS900   90 x 90cm   £20.49

easy deck bearer
Ideal base for deck tiles and deckboards.

FSDB10N  300 x 7 x 7cm  £17.99

diagonal deck 
tile 1m x 1m
A pressure treated deck tile with a 
diagonal design creating a stunning 
pattern.

DDT1M   100 x 100cm   £25.99
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patio deck tile
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border roll  
metal pin
A galvanised metal pin to secure 
border roll into the ground.

BRMP  45cm  £2.99
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stop chamfer newel post
SCRNP   136 x 8 x 8cm   £16.99

stop chamfer newel post cap
SCPC   10 x 10cm   £4.19

stop chamfer baluster
SCB41   90 x 4 x 4cm   £3.19

stop chamfer handrail
SCLTH24   240 x 6.8 x 6.8cm   £15.99

stop chamfer base rail
SCLTB24   240 x 3.2 x 6.8cm   £8.99

stop chamfer fillet strip
SCLTF   4.3 x 0.7 x 80cm   £0.89

stop chamfer decking 
components
These chunky balustrade components will help to create a beautiful 
surround for your deck. The design features a chamfer on all four sides of 
the baluster and handrail which stops short of the top and bottom.

log roll
This half round log edging 
comes in convenient rolls. 
Ideal for edging paths, lawns 
and flowerbeds.

RLR06  15 x 180cm  £7.99
RLR09  23 x 180cm  £9.99
RLR12  30 x 180cm  £11.99

border section
This Border Section comes in straight lengths 
and is ideal for long straight runs.

FBS06  15 x 100cm  £7.99
FBS09  23 x 100cm  £9.99
FBS12  30 x 100cm  £11.99

picket fence edging
This cottage style border edging comes in  
easy to use lengths.

FPT1M  28 x 110cm  £6.99

horizontal log edging
Attractive horizontal log border edging with integral timber spikes.

HLE100  21 x 100cm  £8.99

fixing peg
A wooden fixing pin for securing border 
roll into the ground.

FFP  45 x 5 x 5cm  £1.99

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



ultima  
pergola kit
All are supplied with fixings and 

instructions. 

UPK01   280 x 270 x 270cm  £299.00
UPK02   280 x 360 x 360cm  £349.00

Make a pergola to your exact dimensions 
using our components.

ultima curved 
brace
UCBC  65.8 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £9.99

ultima rafter shaped 
both ends
URCB6  182 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £14.99
URCB9  270 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £17.49
URCB12  360 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £21.99

ultima single notched 
rafter
URCB2  61 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £8.39

ultima rafter square 
ends
URCB64  193 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £13.99

ultima double notched 
cross-beam shaped at 
both ends
URCB46  136 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £14.99

ultima rafter shaped 
one end
URCB8  240 x 9.5 x 4.75cm  £16.49

ultima upright
USU94  270 x 9.5 x 9.5cm  £28.49
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timber 
landscaping 
sleepers
A range of Landscaping Sleepers, available in 
two sizes. 

RSNC8   10 x 240 x 20cm   £29.99 
RSNC4   10 x 120 x 20cm   £14.99

mini sleeper
These sleepers have two flat faces to 
allow ease of construction, ideal for 

creating walls, steps or pond surrounds.

FMS3  91 x 10cm  £11.49
FMS6  183 x 10cm  £19.99

radial pergola
This kit comes complete with all 
components and instructions.

RPK90  249 x 275 x 275cm  £279.99

pergola components 
and extras
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fencing

planting…
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ludlow planter
A chunky tapered planter ideal  
for larger plants and small trees.

FLPS  41 x 46 x 46cm  £54.99
FLPL  44 x 60 x 60cm  £72.99

toulouse 
planter
A simple planter with  

integrated curved trellis.

FPTL  120 x 100 x 40cm  £79.99

…be inspired to make the most of your garden

fencingfencing

planting…
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All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



bamburgh planter set
This attractive set of three planters come complete  
with integral membrane liner.

BPS3    small planter 33 x 43 x 36cm 
large planter 42 x 114 x 54cm   

£139.99

venice planter
A large planter with a  
decorative integrated trellis.

FPV  150 x 180 x 50cm  £169.99

bamburgh planter kits
These three planters all come flat packed, and are manufactured from 
pressure treated timber.

BPK5050    50 x 50 x 50cm  £49.99 
BPK10050  50 x 100 x 50cm  £64.99 
BPK15050  50 x 150 x 50cm  £74.99

richmond 
planter

An eight sided versatile planter.

FPR  36 x 100 x 50cm  £62.99

planting 37
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TRAD61V3    180 x 30cm    £9.49
TRAD62V3    180 x 60cm    £18.99
TRAD63V3    180 x 90cm    £21.99

traditional fan trellis
TRADF62V3    180 x 60cm    £10.49

traditional trellis
A fine sawn, chamfered trellis. Manufactured 
from pressure treated timber and guaranteed 
against rot for 15 years.

A sturdy open style that can be used as a panel, 
infill or a wall support for climbing plants.

FT61 30 x 183cm £9.25
FT62 61 x 183cm £12.49
FT63 91 x 183cm £16.49
FT64 122 x 183cm £18.99
FT65 152 x 183cm £22.99
FT66   183 x 183cm   £24.99

framed 
willow 
trellis

This multi purpose trellis is great 
for climbers or for use as a 

decorative top for fence panels.

FWT61  183 x 30cm  £23.99 
FWT62  183 x 61cm  £26.99

rustic rose 
trellis
A very robust trellis, ideal as an 
open fence or screen, and is 
supplied with integral posts.

FRT4  122 x 183cm  £69.99 
FRT6  183 x 183cm  £74.99

tallboy 
planter

This superior planter offers  
a deep root space for shrubs.

TPSS  77 x 50 x 50cm  £84.99

abberley 
planter
This imposing planter comes 
complete with an integral  
membrane liner. 

ALP   50 x 58 x 58cm   £73.99

abberley 
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heavy duty trellis

All Forest products 
are FSC certified

Pressure treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 15 years

Dip treated with preservative and 
guaranteed against rot for 10 years

Free home delivery included. 
Restrictions apply.KEY



heavy duty 
fan trellis

A sturdy fan trellis for 
training climbing plants.

TFHD20  183 x 66cm  £10.99

 

 

chelsea 
trellis
FNCT16  183 x 47.5cm  £17.99 
FNCT36  183 x 91cm   £26.99 
FNCT46  183 x 122cm   £37.99 
FNCT66  183 x 183cm   £48.99

chelsea  
convex lattice
FNCXT2  183 x 42cm  £39.99

A range of close knit plant supports 
manufactured from fine sawn, pressure 
treated timber.

chelsea lattice fan
FNCF62  183 x 66cm  £34.99

brampton 
lattice
A new range of close knit lattice fixed in a 
rebated timber frame. Manufactured from 
pressure treated timber and guaranteed 
against rot for 15 years.

TPBRAM03    180 x 30cm    £23.99
TPBRAM06    180 x 60cm    £26.99
TPBRAM09    180 x 90cm    £32.99
TPBRAM12    180 x 120cm £39.99
TPBRAM18    180 x 180cm £49.99

europa  
concave 
lattice
ELDV64  180 x 120cm  £48.99

europa 
convex 
lattice
ELDD64  180 x 120cm  £48.49

europa  
lattice fan
ETSF26  180 x 63cm  £35.99

europa 
planed lattice
ELD61  180 x 30cm   £25.99 
ELD62  180 x 60cm   £32.99 
ELD63  180 x 90cm   £39.49 
ELD64  180 x 120cm   £44.99 
ELD66  180 x 180cm   £58.49

europa planed lattice
A range of trellis and lattice manufactured from 
smooth planed pressure treated timber, fixed 
into a rebated timber frame for extra stability.

chelsea 
lattice
FNC61  183 x 30cm  £16.99 
FNC62  183 x 61cm  £25.49 
FNC63  183 x 91cm  £33.49
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chelsea trellis and lattice

chelsea  
concave lattice
FNCVT2  183 x 39cm  £39.99



a lifetime outdoors with forest

acknowledgments
This brochure was shot on location with the kind 
permission of Burford House Gardens and with 
the support of Burford Garden Centre.

Burford House is set amidst seven acres of lawn 
and stunning borders sweeping along the banks 
of the picturesque River Teme.  A Georgian turfed 
bridge spans the river and leads to an area of 
wildflowers and meadow, offering contrast to the 
intensively nurtured gardens around the house.

Burford House Gardens contains a National 
Clematis Collection. Today around 400 varieties 
of clematis are on display in the gardens 
flowering from spring through to early autumn, 
all cleverly interwoven among a wide variety of 
both traditional and unusual plants.

There are some 2,000 varieties of plants, 
including one of the garden’s great wonders, the 
giant Wisteria Macrobotrys ‘Burford’, which in 
May cascades spectacularly down the back of 
the house. Planted originally in 1960, it fills the 
air with divine perfume, and the racemes hang 
sometimes two feet in length.

The gardens are open every day all year, except 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day from 9am to 6pm 
(closing at dusk if earlier).

Burford Gardens Company, 
Tenbury Wells, Shropshire WR15 8HQ
www.burford.co.uk

Forest Garden Ltd
291 & 296 Hartlebury Trading Estate
Hartlebury
Worcestershire
DY10 4JB

General Enquiries: 0844 248 9800
Customer Services: 0844 248 9801
Fax: 0844 248 9888
e-mail: info@forestgarden.co.uk
www.forestgarden.co.uk
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Forest Garden is the market leader in timber outdoor living 
products, primarily garden buildings, fencing, decking and 
decorative garden structures.

Every year, we listen to our customers’ needs and constantly seek 
to refine and evolve our product range to give you the very best in 
style, practicality and endurance. At Forest we are totally committed 
to providing high quality products and unbeatable value for money. 

90% of Forest products are pressure treated with preservative 
and carry a 15 year guarantee against rot. This means that they 
will never need to be treated – saving both time and money and 
helping the environment by reducing the amount of chemicals used 
annually. Products can still be painted or coloured if desired as the 
preservative and dye is pressure impregnated within the wood at 
the manufacture stage and will not be affected by further painting 
or colouring.

Of the remaining 10%, most of these have been dip treated, where 
the preservative has been applied to the outside of the timber. 
These products offer an excellent value choice and carry a 10 year 
guarantee against rot – provided they are installed and maintained 
in accordance with Forest guidelines – for further information 
please see our website www.forestgarden.co.uk

Forest understands the value of our natural resources and is 
committed to preserving the environment.  Our products are sourced 
from British timber wherever possible and throughout this brochure, 
you will also see the FSC logo. This identifies products which contain 
a minimum of 70% wood from well managed forests, certified in 
accordance with the rules of the Forest Stewardship Council. Forest is 
working towards a timber range that is 100% FSC compliant.

home delivery
We want you to enjoy your Forest purchase through its whole life – 
and that starts from the moment you choose your product. Many of 
our products are available with home delivery.  For more details on 
this service, please ask your local stockist.  All of our summerhouses, 
however, are available with free home delivery, just look out for the 
symbols in our brochure.

If you are an existing customer, or are thinking about choosing a 
Forest product, our customer services team will be pleased to assist 
you. Please contact us.




